
Increasing the capacity of visitor at La tour Eiffel

La tour Eiffel is the most visited structure in the world, with a rate of approximately 6 million visitor 
per year it reached more than 230 million in the 120 years it stand.

At present, the increasing numbers of annual visitors creates new problems of movement and capacities 
for the structure. The vertical transportation system of the structure has trouble to cope with the large 
demand for carrying visitors, and the general capacity of the national monument is heavily effected.

Helixator for La tour Eiffel

Instead of increasing floor space on the structure as suggested in several concept designs and changing 
its iconic silhouette, the proposed usage of  Helixators creates possibilities for the planers to address 
the issue and to create new functional and aesthetic designs.  

In this proposed design, using 4 regular speed machines increases the capacity of the structure to 
12,000 visitors per hour excluding the existing elevator system, it permits a free movement of visitors 
between the ground, first and second levels. The average riding time will be about 3 minutes per level 
and will be no waiting time as with elevators.
The original elevator system will continue to carry visitors to the third level and disabled passengers to 
all levels in its usual capacity.
A study will be carried in order to determine the full capacity of the system considering all factors as 
platforms surfaces and their load bearings limits.

The 120 years old tour requiters a careful structural study  for the intervention with its delicate but yet 
strong structure. The main idea is to spread the forces in respective to the original structure in a manner 
that won't apply excessive forces at any point. The usage of contemporary tools to predetermine the 
impact on the original structure from the structural and visual senses will facilitate the process and 
reduce the risks involved.   
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